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A P R I L 11, 2018 ♦ SINCE 1887

S P E R A IN D E O

H O P E COLLEGE ♦ HOLLAND, MI C H I G A N

Kim Jon U n is c o m m e n c e m e n t speaker
Vander Veederkeen
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

Hope College is proud to
announce that the final decision
for commencement speaker has
been made. The man set to give
our graduates words of wisdom
this upcoming May 6 has been
an influential character this past
year. Born on January 8 in 1982,
1983 or perhaps 1984, Kim Jong
Un is a Korean politician who
has served his people loyally
as the Supreme Ruler of North
Korea since 2011. Before taking
power, Jong Un was rarely seen
in public. He did not wish to
comment about this. With
these introverted tendencies,
it is important that our college
makes him feel welcome. W e
are not sure as to what year he
was born, or whether or not he
attended school, but one thing is
forsure: He issetto flyto campus
in just three short weeks!
At this time, it is unclear
as to whether or not he will be
addressing the crowd in English
or in his native language, and
it is suggested that students
purchase a Korean to English

H ope C ollege

YOU CAN BE POWERFUL, TOO — The S u p r e m e Ruler of North Korea has been elected
as this year’s c o m m e n c e m e n t speaker. Faculty, staff and students prepare for his arrival and
m o v i n g testimony.
translation booklet. Kim is
known for his love for Korea and
is thought to perhaps dislike or
even hate the Western world.
As Hope prepares for the event,
his words ring in our event
planners’ears:
“The entire United States
is within range of our nuclear
weapons, and a nuclear button

is always on my desk. This is structive than a nuclear bomb?
reality, not a threat.”
Words.”
This reminder serves to let
This is a great indication that
all of us here at Hope know that whatever he is planning for this
this commencement ceremony speech, he is sure to have an
must be perfect. But as we are impact on our graduates.
meticulously preparing for
In a brief interview, the
this ceremony, we must also Supreme Ruler's secretary told
remember his declaration:
Hope faculty that his talking
“Want to know what's more de points include “H o w to be

Better, Stronger, and More
Powerful than Everyone Else,”
and another more brief, related
topic that also includes advice
on how to master one’s skin and
hair care routine.
He will be arriving to the
football stadium by drone. W e
are unsure as to how this will
be done, but we do not doubt
that he will find a way. Do not
be alarmed by the military
presence that will be hiding in
the soccer fields.This isstandard
precaution.
There willbe cookies and cake
out for family and friends who
are unaware ofthe arrangements
for this year’s graduation
ceremony. W e suggest that these
are eaten quickly, in silence and
without cheer as we prepare
for the entrance of this year's
highly anticipated speaker. It is
important we make him feel at
home.
The event will be held on
the football field. If you are
interested in attending this
commencement ceremony, it is
highly recommended that you
befriend a soon-to-be graduate
to get in on the fun.

Calvin students sign on as H o p e tour guides
A g n e s Vanderberg
C a m p u s C o -E d t i o r

Hope College Admissions
shares that Calvin students are
interviewing and going through
a selection process to become
campus tour guides. President
Voskuil seeks to create a bridge
between the Hope and Calvin
rivalry and put an end to
#thingsbetterthanCalvin. He has
partnered with Calvin College
President Michael K. Le Roy to
create the Unification Plan.
The first initiative of the
Unification Plan has been put
into motion. Both colleges are
sending five students to each
other’s campuses to go on a
personalized tour. President
Voskuil led the tour himself
for the Calvin students. The
students went through each
Hope building and received a
historical lecture from Hope’s
history department chair, Dr.
Jeanne Petit. Each architectural
lecture lasted around one hour.
The tour lasted well into the
night, but the mission of the
Unification Plan made the
length of the tour well worth it.
The Calvin students were

H ope C ollege

#THINGSBETTERTHANCALVIN — President Voskull seeks to create unity b e t w e e n H o p e
a n d Calvin by partnering with Calvin President Michael K. Le R o y to send students to explore
their rival’s campuses.
then introduced to Hope’s
athletic programs. The students
went up against Hope’s football
team to get the feel of a real
Dutchman game. A few heads
were hit with the ball, but a
friendly spirit was in the air.
Faithful Dutch cheered from the
sidelines along with cheer team.
Phelps Dining Hall served

lunch and dinner to the
potential campus tour guides.
All five Calvin students received
plates of Hope students’favorite
orange and blue sugar-covered
cookies. Calvin students were
then asked to eat two plates
each of the cookies to get an
appreciation of our colors. The
cookies were a hit. President

Voskuil himselfhad almost ten.
“The selection process to
become a campus tour guide
is going to be very rigorous,”
shares the admissions office.
Each Calvin student will
be interviewed by every
department chair of each area
of study as well as President
Voskuil and Hope’s firstlady.
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Wet campus demands

The Hope Difference

Fortnite Tournament

Greek life c o m m e n t s on w h y Hop e
college should no longer be dry.

Hop e College trends inspire 2 0 1 8 s u m m e r
fashion line.

Students battle it out to b e c o m e the reigning Hop e Col
lege Fortnite Champion. W h o will prevail?
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“W e want to be absolutely
sure these Calvin students are
in support of the Unification
Plan and Hope College,” shares
Voskuil.
They will then each take an
exam of allthe information they
learned on their personalized
tour. To become a campus
tour guide, the students will
need to score 100 percent on
their exams. The final phase of
selection will be concluded with
a mock tour of Hope’s campus.
If the Calvin students complete
all these requirements, Hope
will see some new Calvin faces
on campus while experiencing
the Hope difference.
Hope students went through
a similar process at Calvin,
receiving a campus tour from
their president. Hope students
participated in a scrimmage
against the Calvin Knights and
were humble winners. The
students also passed their exams
with flying blue and orange
colors. The Hope students share
their excitement to represent
the Unification Plan and Hope
on Calvin’s campus as its new
tour guides.
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T r u m p hijacks H o p e Twitter feed
A g n e s V anderberg

Thursday
Vanderprov

C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

Hop e College's Improv club will be
hosting A m y Poehler and Tina Fey.
The two masters of improv will be
performing with the students on the
roof of Jack H. Miller Center for the
Musical Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets will
cost students one piece of fruit from
Phelps Dining Hall.

“American Idol” Auditions
C an you sing? This w e e k ’s coffee
house will be audition performances
for N B C ’s “American Idol.” Audi
tions will take place in the Bultman
Student Center in the Program Area
at 6 p.m.

Friday
Movie Night
President Voskuil and his wife Betty
will be hosting a movie night at their
home. The night will begin with board
g a m e s and snacks and lead to pop
corn and a surprise film. All students
and faculty are invited and encour
aged to wear their pajamas.

In B rief

GRAND CANYON HIKE
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Hope College's News Media
Services welcome our 45th
president,
Donald
Trump,
to take over Hope’s official
Twitter page for an entire day.
President Trump isreaching out
to college campuses and desires
to share his tweeting skills while
confronting fake news.
He is very excited to be
tweeting for one of the best
liberal arts and science colleges
in America. Trump will be living
the day as the average Hope
student and tweeting everything
he does while discovering the
#HopeDifference.
Hope scheduled an entire
day for the visiting president.
Trump will not be joined by
First Lady Melania or any other
members of his family. He seeks
to branch out and make “new"
Dutch friends for the day. He
invites students to lethim join in
hammocking in the Pine Grove
and relaxing in the Jim and
Martie Bultman Student Center.
Trump will be placed in
Durfee Hall to experience dorm
life from the Hope student
perspective. He has committed
to sleeping on a mattress under

H ope C ollege

TWITTER TAKEOVER — President T r u m p will be experienc
ing the # H o p e Difference while living like a true D u t c h m a n for
o n e whole day.
the bed just like the Durfee men
do it.
Trump
also
expressed
interest in visiting the students'
favorite local Holland spots.
Nothing beats a cup of LJ’s
covfefe coffee. Even in this
cold weather, Captain Sundae
sounds yummy. He shares that

he may even step into the salon
downtown to touch up his hair.
Trump is ready to witness what
makes Hope great. He will have
all three meals in Phelps Dining
Hall and hopefully take a crack
at the anchor waffle maker.
Trump will be accompanied
by secret service during his stay

Outdoor Adventure Club is
hosting a road trip to the Grand
Canyon, where the club will
be’participating in a hike deep
into the ravine. The hike will be
hosted by “Man vs. Wild” star,
Bear Grylls. He will teach all
participants on the hike how to
survive in the natural elements
Vander Veederkeen
ah^fie'Tesf games to play on C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r
roEftb strips.°"AH ' students and
faculty are invited and can sign
Unbeknownst to the majority
up by emailing Bear Grylls. of Hope College students,
Students will be transported by former president John Knapp
Hope College shuttles. They will returned to Hope’s campus
Idavd-at 6 a.m. on Thursday and disguised as a student for a day
WifiTihSn^at'b p.m. the same day. in March. This plan was inspired
No supplies for the hike will be by the popular television show
provided.
“Undercover
Boss.” Knapp
orb ,5 -hoA
c:
was hoping to experience life
as a Hope College sophomore
FLYING HIGH
student.
This inspiration came from a
The Quidditch club has
partnered with the Hope College desire to connect with students
engiheering department and has on a more personal level. He
developed brooms that can fly checked into Wyckoff Hall
arid support the weight of the on Sunday, March 4, and left
students. The first Hope flying for classes early on Monday
Quidditch game will take place morning. Knapp wore a baseball
in fhe Pine Grove this Saturday cap and sunglasses. He shaved
at 8 a.m. Students are welcomed his mustache and goatee to
H ope C ollege
to attend the game and witness master a young and slightly
K N A P P ATTACK — Former president John K n a p p returned
magic coming to the campus. angsty appearance.
to
experience life as an undercover s o p h o m o r e student this
His first class of the day was
Wear your favorite house colors
past
March.
human physiology. The class
and cheer them on.
opened with a review of the red, he whispered to another human physiology, Knapp set
homework assignment for the student, “Is class always this offto attend his cultural heritage
BIG BROADWAY BREAK
day. Palms shaking and face intense?" After 50 minutes of class. Upon arrival, he found
Hope
College’s
theatre
department will be traveling to
Ne w York City to perform on
Broadway. The cast and crew
will put on their most recent
production for the Big Apple.
Hope is offering to fly students to
New York to support their fellow
peers in the show of a lifetime.
All accommodations will be
covered, from room and board to
meals. Hope has arranged for the
students to have front row seats
to the performance. To sign up,
email hopetheatre@hope.edu.

on campus but does not want to
scare away any Hope students
who may want to sitnext to him
in class or join him for lunch.
He was alerted that ifhe were to
get an ice cream cone, the wellknown campus squirrels may go
for a bite. Trump isready for any
attack that may come his way,
even ifthat airstrikemay be from
our fearless furry companions.
Trump is also welcomed to
attend political science courses
and will have the opportunity
to interact with faculty on a
student level. Hope is excited
to share the student-faculty
collaboration relationship with
the president.
He will also have a chance to
cheer on the Hope Dutchmen in
a sporting event, modeling the
orange school color. He hopes
to get a picture with our rallying
mascot, Dutch. Trump will be
tweeting about anything and
everything on Hope’s campus.
The Trump Twitter take
over will take place this
Friday from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Follow @HopeCollege and @
therealDonaldTrump on Twitter
to experience all President
Donald Trump has to say about
Hope’s campus.

Kn app masquerades as sophomore
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himself blending into the rows
of students by pulling out his
phone and staring blankly at the
screen, still recovering from the
last hour.
Finally, the professor walked
in. Knapp reports that he does
not remember anything from
this class period although he
has had the question of “what is
what is?” plaguing his mind ever
since.
Walking out of this class,
there was a close encounter with
Dean Frost. Coming down the
hall of Lubbers, Knapp quickly
darted into the men’s room as he
turned the corner, worried that
his disguise wouldn’t trick the
man who sees all. Once Knapp
was certain that Frost was no
longer in the hallway, he made
his way across the Pine Grove
back to Wyckoff, suddenly
needing a nap.
Three hours later, he awoke,
quickly realizing that his final
class, statistics, was set to begin
in just five minutes. Knapp
pulled his backpack over one
shoulder, and dutifully made
the walk to the science center to
learn about p-values. The former
president rushed anxiously to
not be late to class again.
He reports enjoying the in
desk computers and noted that
this was the most exciting part
of the day. He only checked his
Facebook once.
After the day, Knapp
reported that he had no idea
about his future career plans.
He is planning to meet with a
counselor soon to discuss the
anxieties he now feels about life
in general.

Trump battles Putin in rock, paper, scissors
K i m Jong U n
N

ai ti on /

W

orld
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President Trump and Russian
President Vladimir Putin, decid
ed to settle their recent cross
roads over the Russian meddling
in the 2016 U.S. election in a clas
sic battle of rock, paper, scissors.
Prior to the event, White House
Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee
Sanders released a statement
saying, “President Trump is
honored and thrilled to engage
in this battle. Although most of
his advisors suggested a direct
military strike, the president saw
this as a huuuuuge step toward a
more peaceful relationship with
Russia.” The battle ended with
Putin winning with a final scis
sors move to surpass Trumps
paper and the discussion behind
what all this actually means has
begun.
Many foreign delegates and
leaders gathered to witness the
historical battle between the
two global superpowers. Gen
eral Secretary Xi Jinping, of
China was surprisingly in atten
dance and seemed very thrilled
after Putin’s victory. The Official
Falsified Media Council of the
U.S. (OFMCUS) released sev
eral articles suggesting that Jin
ping had been endorsing Putin’s
training and flying out the top
Rock, Paper, Scissors coaches in
the world. Although there has
yet to be any actual reports ofaf
termath of the battle, O F M C U S

?• -

sors battle, the only Imag e s released of either opponent Is the o n e above. According to s o m e
people potentially close to either man , the t w o have been spending a lot of time together.
has reported that Russia now
officially owns all U.S. centered
goods like bourbon, Ford cars,
Kraft Mac N ’ Cheese and the
state of Alaska.
However, the battle did not
end in the toddler-esque fitmost
viewers expected, but rather in a
long and sincere hug between
the opponents. Trump and Pu
tin seemed to genuinely cradle
each other as they whispered in
each other’s ears. Before the two
parted, they held each other at a
distance, gazing into each oth
er’s eyes with a sense of overall
agreement Both neglected to
comment following the match
and there has yet to be any con
crete speculation over what Pu-
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A FRIENDSHIP F L A M E S P A RKED — After Putin defeated T r u m p in the rock, paper, scis
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The federal government
has recently ordered that ev
ery college c a m p u s adopt the
a d o g for every square foot of
their c a m p u s land in order to
help incentivise young people
to go to college an d to aid in
the stray d o g problem. T r u m p
has d e e m e d the policy as one
of his greatest ideas yet.

tin’s victory will mean for the ment to congratulate my coun
future of the U.S. In reaction to try’s new friend, President Putin,
the battle, former governor of on his courageous performance.
Alaska Sarah Palin released a I also want to congratulate my 
statement saying, “Years ago, I selffor being amazing. Everyone
verbalized now one of the most is the best, but America is first.
commonly referred to political Ifyou disagree with me, you are
jokes in saying ‘I can see Russia a loser and I vote you off the is
from my house.' I now proudly land.” The rival celebrities seem
stand by myself because soon, to have buried the hatchet in or
Alaska will be part of Russia! der to advocate for solving dis
Jokes on you world, Palin for putes through childish games of
President 2020.”
luck.
In a turn of events, many ce
Overall, no one is entirely
lebrities have reached out on so sure where this newfound con
cialmedia in support ofthe non nection will take us, but many
violent battle. Most remarkably, have said that it could either be
Kanye West and Taylor Swift incredibly beneficial or severely
retweeted Trump’s post battle detrimental. Only time will al
tweet: “Ijust want to take a mo- low history to be written.

ing, “W e are happy to welcome
M a r k Lewlson
our American kin back into the
N a t i o n / W o l r d In t e r n
arms ofthe ever abundant Neth
erlandish rule and we look for
After years of pretending to ward to many years of celebrat
be a small Netherlandish city ing windmills, tulips and black
within the continental U.S., the licorice.”
Holland Mayor Nancy De
Hollanders of Michigan have
decided enough is enough and Boer, the prime spokesperson
are seceding from the United and main advocate for the se
C uracao C hronicle
States. Hollanders are seeking to cession, released a statement
N
E
W
RULERS
OF
HOLLAND
T
h
e
King
and
Q u e e n are
be permitted as a territory of the saying, “The road ahead of us
first
m
o
v
i
n
g
to
m
a
k
e
the
Pine
Grove
a
national
park.
Netherlands and enter rule of Hollanders may be rough, but
Queen Maxima and King Wil it is nothing compared to the
lem Alexander. The monarchy roads we have traveled. Through the rest of our ex-nation, we will be due to the promise of Queen
has released a statement say- mockery and belittlement from finally be able to celebrate our Maxima and King Willem Alex
tulips and Dutch pastries to the ander to give allstudents free tu
upmost degree.” Although De ition but could also be due to the
Two GreatLocations
Boer is backed by many of the fact that the Peanut Store will be
Holland’s Oldest Neighborhood Convenience Markets
millionaire families surrounding expanding to eleven new loca
West Michigan, critics of the se tions within the Hope campus,
M init
!54 E !5ll! Slj HoWohd
j*
cession have taken to the streets one in each dorm and one on
Catnef of 161b& ColumbiaAve
1%
top of the Jim and Martie BultM art
in protest.
(616) 39?-2431
man Student Center.
Zeeland
and
Calvin
College
Mon-Units Friday and Saiutday Sunday
DeBoer has suggested that
are taking the advantage of the
GROCERIES
BFlR-Wint-LiqiJOR
protests and warmly welcoming the secession reviles Brexit in
any citizens of Holland that are historical significance. In a re
FEATURING
seeking to maintain their U.S. cent interview, she revealed that
•Byron Confer Meats •Wisconsin Cheese •Country Dairy •Hudeonvllle grid
her only real concern with the
citizenship.
Ben Jerry's Ice cream •Candy and Snacks •Sodas, Juices, and Energy
However, a recent poll ask secession is the trading routes
Drinks •Health and Beauty Aids •Cleaning Supplies •Large Selection of
ing “Are you in favor of Holland that will be relocated through
'■ raft 80er»Great Wine Selot lion ♦M.k higdn Spiftts •a i m
seceding from the U.S.?” taken the Great Lakes into the Atlan
on the Hope College campus tic Ocean through corn powered
\V,\Miir -I O N ‘V ^ T '1-1
reported that 87 percent of stu fuel, because ships fueled by
:— soi’aki:—
4.34 Woshln^lbb Avo, Holland
Comer of I8lh & Washington
dents said yes, 10 percent didn’t corn have not yet been invented.
M IN
(6l6V355-'i36fl
know what “seceding” meant, However, the monarchy and the
Moit-'flium Friday ami Saiutilay Sunday
M A R ' 1’ P B
and 3 percent said “maybe.” The mayor are hopeful that the rest
l o am lofim
loam - ii|>m
nani - (/|i/t;
GRor iiai
results of this vote could in part of the U.S. will have no opinion.
■
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N e w Federal Policy Re
quires all Colleges to
Have at Least One Dog Per
Square Foot of Campus

Holland announces secession from U.S.
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Calvin College Announces
University of Voldemort in
North Korea As N e w Sister
School
Calvin College president,
Michael K. Le Roy, a n noun ced
on M o n d a y that the Knights
would be accepting exchange
students from their recently
revealed sister school. Th e Uni
versity of Voldemort in N a m p o ,
North Korea specializes in hon
oring the mission of the late
Lord Voldemort: the mastery
of the dark arts an d the spread^
of the Dark Lord’s rule through
out all the world. In reaction,
m a n y H o p e students are des
perately searching the differ
ent halls for a small, brunette
boy with glasses in ho pes that
an yone resembling Harry P o K r
ter will be able to help H o p e
beat Calvin in the u p c o m i n g
Quidditch match.

Health Dynamics Curricu
lum Gets Global Recogni
tion
Last Thursday, April 5, the
Global Club for Th e Best in
Education gave H o p e College
a gold star of honor in recog
nition of their health dynamics
curriculum. M a n y celebrities
have c o m e forth congratulat
ing President Voskuil on the
major accomplishment, includ
ing Betsy D e V o s and Michelle
O b a m a . De V o s a n noun ced
that she will be implementing
the program into every school
in the nation an d O b a m a said
“Th e health dy curriculum e m 
bodies m y n e w fitness incen
tive, G o Play 2 4 hours, which
encourages kids to stay up for
2 4 hours an d actively play. It is
absolutely necessary to force
college students to run for 1 0
minutes three times a we e k . ”

Elon M u s k Decides to Move
Tesla Headquarters to Out
er Space
Elon M u s k has decided that
in order to properly t r ump his
m o s t recent accomplishment
of flying a Tesla to space, he
m u s t m o v e his entire c o m 
p a ny’s headquarters to the
m o o n . M u s k recently said, “Al
though business m a y be n e ga
tively affected, it will be cool."

C a m p u s opinions: W e t C a m p u s ?
Marian Verdaawaandervroonvandyskatra
Voices editor

W e at the Ranchor were wondering just what the answer to a question that weighs so heavily o n the minds of m a n y students w o u l d be w h e n w e asked
administrators and organizations here at Hope. That question: Should w e m a k e H o p e a “W e t C a m p u s ” and allow drinking on the property?
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Patagonia o p e n s store on H o p e c a m p u s
Most anticipated overblown collaboration of the year
Brian Cecil

_

F e a t u r e s E ditor

Hope College fashion trends are
like no other school’s. Our western
Michigan flare is endearing and vibrant.
On campus, students are adorned in
an array of brands and styles. However,
there is one that seems to dominate:
Patagonia. Because of the rolling
mountain range here in Holland and
the frequent backpacking and scaling
of cliffs that students do on and around
campus, Patagonia isa crucial part ofthe
student wardrobe.
One of Hopes own, Junior Jerry
Shnider, wrote to the billion dollar
company telling them of their devoted
fans in Michigan. C E O and founder
Yvon Chouinard surprisingly answered
the plea for recognition with a proposal
that exceeded expectation.
That’s right Hope: In fall of 2018,
Patagonia will be building a storefront in
the BSC! The plan is to construct space
out of the program area in the BSC,
because who even uses that area besides
wannabe indie singers at coffee house.
Chouinard has big plans for the project
and is confident that our students alone
will provide enough business to keep this
new chain open for years to come. They

^

will be offering the classics: that one
fleece sweatshirt everyone has (but don’t
worry there will be different colors so
you can feel unique), that one backpack
everyone has, and oh! H o w could we
forget about the winter coats that start at
just four hundred dollars? What a steal!
Hope students are starting to ask
their parents for more money, so they
can have full bank accounts for when the
store opens itsdoors. Talk of excitement
is buzzing around campus. Future Hope
sophomore Cameron Snow says, "I don’t
think I'll bring many clothes with me
to school next year. I’m thinking I can
probably get by with waking up and
walking to the BSC each morning to buy
that day’s outfit! I think it’s going to be
super practical for me!"
Not only are current students pleased,
but high school seniors are factoring the
addition into their college decisions! “I
mean, Iknew Iwasn't going to Calvin,so
it was between Hope and Harvard. But
now that there is a Patagonia store being
built, I can count on Hope to let me
feel self-fulfilled and righteous because
of my brand-name clothes! I am going
Dutch for sure!”
W e asked Chouinard for a statement
and he said the following: “I’m not really

patagonia
•J

P hoto by P atagonia

#PATA-GUCCI HAS STUDENTS ADDICTED — This Is the mountain view
and bold lettering that all 3,300 H o p e students crave to w e a r on their apparel.
B u y it or throw a w a y any chan c e at social success.
worried about advertising or business
strategies. Hope students already funded
half of my billion dollar net worth,
so I am kind of just banking on their
desperate need to wear the Patagonia
logo on their chest.”
President Dennis Voskuil and
Hope's executive board have been
meeting frequently since the decision
to discuss the future of the HopePatagonia relationship. Dean Robert
Frost says, “W e want to make Patagonia
a bigger part of Hope’s branding. W e are

discussing creating a uniform for our
students. W e hate when these young
adults feel the need to compete with
one another. W e feel that taking away
creativityand freedom ofself-expression
through clothing would really fix that
competition. Together, we can convert
all of West Michigan to our school and
our style! H A H A H A ! Just kidding. I’m
totallykidding. That was ajoke. Well, not
the uniform part, but the conquering."

Tulip T i m e canceled d u e to frozen bulbs
K l o m p e n dancers are a bit heartbroken but chill
essentiallywhat I’m made for. Yeah. Iwas
made forklomping. Performing a kick line
for the people of Holland has always been
the highlight of my year. If you ask me,
Calvin froze the tulips,” Klompen Dancer
23 said. It is clear that these dancers are
the heart and soul ofTulip Time. One has
to wonder if perhaps Calvin did play a
role in the freezing of the flowers.
Klompen Dancer 17 was beyond

Brian Cecil
F e a t u r e s E ditor
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The city of Holland has asked The
Anchor to include a briefnews update.
The deeply loved festival, Tulip Time,
will not be happening this year. You
can put away your clogs and your
craving for carnival food, because
there isjustno time for tulips thisyear.
The mayor of Holland, Nancy DeBoer,
arose from her bed this past Saturday
to flurries of snow in her backyard.
She hurried to the window, and her
gut began to tellher the heartbreaking
but inevitable truth: The tulips will be
frozen.
After DeBoer’s depressing face to
face moment with the never ending
winter, she called local weathermen
and women who confirmed her
suspicions. The tulips will not be
coming out this year. Forecasts say
that the clouds will not be departing
for weeks and the ground may not
unfreeze until late next fall, just in
time for it to freeze again. For those
of you who fancy colorful tulips
blooming their way across Holland,
you will have to have some patience.
Scientists from Hope’s campus have
done some research on the subject.
Specifically,Dr.Quinteth Stevenson
says, “You see, when it’s below zero,
it’s not just the precipitation and the

■

I w a s looking forward
to finally finding love at
Tulip T i m e this year.
— K lompen D ancer 17

wmmmmmmmKmKBBmsmmk
P hoto B y W H I G

DUTCH D A N C E R S AT LAST YEAR S TULIP TIME - With the decision to
cancel the festival, K l o m p e n dancers are forced to reminisce on years In the
past. O n the far right Is K l o m p e n Dancer 23, w h o Is quoted below.
ground that freeze. No, there is a much
deeper ice that accumulates in layers

6 6 ------------------I w a s m a d e for klomping.
— K lompen D ancer 23
w
beneath the surface. These sheets of ice
essentially murder any chance of tulip
buds making their way to the fresh air.

Even if the sun comes out and you
think the snow isthawing, those layers
take much longer to thaw. The tulips
were in fact nipped in the bud.”
Every year at this renowned event,
Dutch “Klompen dancers” frolic
through the streets. Their celebratory
dancing is one of the best parts of
the festival. When the news of the
cancellation was exposed to the
public, the young Dutch dancers broke
into tears. “The tulip time parade is
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distress. This young man was interviewed
between violent sobs and distress. He
explained, “I am in love with Klompen
Dancer 18 but she didn’t know I existed
until our rehearsals started. Iwas looking
forward to finally finding love at Tulip
Time this year.” There are plenty of
conspiracy theories being thrown around
about the hows and whys of the decision.
The most prominent belief is that
Michigan is trapped inside some kind of
snow-globe-like dome, being controlled
by an outside source. No matter the
reason, it is the job of Hope College
students to the bottom of it.
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This year’s biggest fashion
names are saying they were
heavily influenced by the looks
they saw at Hope College when
they visited.
‘T.absolutely love the vibes I
get from Hope; everyone dresses
so effortlessly,” said Kendall Jenner, one of the industry’s hottest
-ustasi £*o.’
•
names.
Just a week ago, Jenner sport
ed an ensemble very popular on
Hope’s campus - a windbreaker,
worn jeans and tennis shoes.
She has also been seen wear
ing similar combinations that
include the ever popular Hope
college staple: black leggings.
While much of the fashion
industry has been inspired by
80s looks, Hope college students
have been wearing similar looks
for the past few years.
A few examples of how Hope
fashion has inspired the fashion
industry includes the “socks and
TI BD

IT’S A LOOK — S o c k s with sandals and crossbody fanny packs are just t w o of m a n y trends
that the fashion Industry picked up from Hope.
sandals” trend and the “fanny
pack crossbody" trend.
The “socks and sandals”trend
started back in 2016, though it
had been popular at Hope for a

few years prior to that.
While the trend has taken on
a new stage (socks worn with
high heels), itstarted here when
students wanted to wear sandals

in April but itwas stilltoo cold.
“Oh yeah, last year itwas just
too cold to wear m y Chacos near
the end of the year, but I saw
other people rocking socks with

theirs so I thought I’d give it a
try,” said one student.
The “fanny pack crossbody”
trend is actually a combination
of two Hope staples - the fanny
pack and the crossbody Patago
nia bag.
The Patagonia bag trend
started with female students
who wanted a combination of a
backpack and a purse, but even
tually spread to all. These same
ladies loved to whip out their
fanny packs not just for 80s
night, but for parties and events
too.
N o w it’s inspired a whole new
easy-to-carry trend in highfashion brands worldwide, both
on and offthe runway.
“W e wanted to take both of
these incredible looks and fuse
them into something even great
er, and here we are now,” said
Marco Bizzarri, Gucci’s CEO.
Perhaps in the future, we will
see more popular Hope trends
like messy bedhead buns and
thrifted looks.

zhoo

Art supplies get nailed to wall in student exhibit
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They say that 'art is what you
make of it’
,and in the last week,
terpreted that to mean making
holes in the wall.
Supplin Naillette isan artma
jor here at Hope and has recent
ly opened her personal exhibit
to the public.
Visitors can expect to see nu
merous brushes, pencils, small
canvases, tubes of paint, erasers
and even photo film nailed to
the wall.
Some of the supplies appear
to have been previously used,
while others stillhave their orig
inal price tags on them.
There is no backdrop of any
kind aside from the white paint
on the wall itself which Nail

lette explains was an important
component of the theme in her
exhibition.
“Iwanted to capture the con
stant battle between light and
dark, old and new, and despair
and joy. M y exhibit represents
strength through struggle, brav
ery through fear, and the will to
turn your eyes to the dawn of a
new day while the black of night
fades behind you.”
Naillette found her inner art
ist at a young age, where she
spent recess time smearing cafe
teria pudding on her homework.
“I was too much of a revo
lutionary for my grade-school
teachers, but my parents reluc
tantly supported me in my selfdiscovery.”
Though this is Naillette's first
official exhibit, she has made a
number of other pieces in her

art classes that have sparked in
trigue from classmates and pro
fessors alike.
“One of my favorite pieces
is entitled ‘Sight’
, and features
dozens of small fish bowls filled
with plastic spiders and gummy
worms. I feel it approaches the
issues of segregation and politi
cal corruption in a way that too
few artists are willing to even
touch.”
There is more to Naillette
than merely her artwork. In her
free time, she enjoys leisurelyac
tivities such as watching the rain
fall, attending tea tastings and
photographing people's toes.
Nailette has a lot of artistic
growth ahead of her, and unlike
the many art supplies nailed to
the walls of her exhibit, Supplin
will continue to keep moving
forward.

H ope C ollege A rt D epartment

DEFIANCE — Supplin Nallette’s student exhibit pushes in
credibly Intense, c o m p l e x metaphorical a n d physical boundar
ies with simple art supplies attached to simple white walls In
simple ways.

Card! B retracts pregnancy ‘announcement'
Taylor Swift
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With her performance on
SNL this week, Cardi B revealed
her stomach for the firsttime in
months in a tight gown.
Everyone in the audience,
backstage and around the world
congratulated her on her preg
nancy. That is, until she tweeted
again just a few nights ago.

66
H a l got all you!!
Y o u been pranked!
— C ardi B
-----------------

99

Many people responded in
confusion, until she posted a
video to her Twitter account a

few minutes later.
The video included a message
from her and Ashton Kutcher,
explaining that Cardi's stunt was
actually for the firstepisode of a
comeback season of "Punk’d.” It

also showed behind-the-scenes
clips of Cardi putting on a fake
pregnancy belly.
Both stars asked followers
to send in reaction videos from
friends and family for the epi

sode, which will be airing in July
of this year.
There was a mixture of re
sponses from people around the
world, from disbelief about the
whole thing to excitement for
the return of “Punk’d.”
Many continued to ask about
Cardi’s weight gain that was ap
parent a few months ago:
"Cardi B just needed to do
some Cardi O,” she replied on
Twitter.
As for this new season of
“Punk’d," this is an incredibly
high bar to set for a comeback
season.
The whole world believed
their first prank, so this should
be their best season yet. More
celebrities are rumored to be in
cluded. It will definitely be one
of the hottest shows this sum
mer.

ORGANIC ART
SUPPLIES!

N o w available at Fris
Downtown on 8th Street! All
natural berries, fruits, and
vegetables used to created
the most pigmented paints,
pastels, and pencils. Crueltyfree and earth-friendly. Great
for kids who are allergic to
everything
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file best new diet on the block: gluten-spree
Let s take a look at the freshest health craze that is sure to help you feel great in n o time
Dr. Phil
L ifestyle E ditor

You’ve heard about new and
trending diets like Paleo and
Whole30, but what you’re really
missing out on are the endless
benefits of gluten. With all of
the great things you can do to
improve your health, diet is ex
tremely critical, so why not be
ingesting food that will benefit
you most? This is why we turn
to gluten. Gluten not only has
plenty of health benefits, but it
tastes incredibly good.
Gluten is filled with loads of
antioxidants and nutrients to
help sustain you all day long.
Basically, you're getting the
benefits of tons of essential oils
in the form of bread. And who
wouldn’t want that? Gluten can
help reduce inflammation, help
with gut health, protect from
autoimmune disorders, and help
your skin glow. There are end
less benefits to this wheat-filled
product, and it’s worth trying it.
Odds are that you will feel
so much better when you start
incorporating gluten into your
diet. Some people w^nt to take
the process slow, but you will
better reap the benefits of gluten
by binge-eating as much wheat
as possible in as little time.

Imagine eating contests for just
bread and pasta. That’s what you
should be aiming for.
So how can gluten help re
duce inflammation and increase
gut health? Gluten contains an
enzyme called glutase whetin
pastalise that is proven to help
in the process of breaking down
other bad stuff in the gut. This
helps reduce inflammation
caused by other food products
and helps clean out your system
all at once. This was proven by
Harvard, Yale and Hope Col
lege, the three most prestigious
colleges in the U.S. They allcon
ducted studies using different
forms of gluten, seeing how they
interacted with our gut biomes.
Gluten also strengthens the
neural pathways in our brains.
This happens because gluten isa
super strong grain that does not
always get fully broken down.
Because of this, some parts of
gluten get absorbed and taken
into our bloodstream. Once in
the bloodstream, the nutrients
ofgluten make itup to the brain,
where they cross the bloodbrain barrier and are absorbed
into the brain to help increase
our reaction times and neural
connections.
You may be wondering where
you can get your hands on some

of this life-changing stuff, but
don’t worry! There are plenty of
places you can go to purchase
gluten. Plus, gluten comfes in
many types, forms and flavors
for you to enjoy. Likewise, there
are many places that offer glu
ten-friendly options.
Here our some of the top
picks for places and dishes to
try:

Olive Garden
Olive
Garden's
endless
breadsticks are sure to help you
out. Plus, once you’re bored of
breadsticks (which you prob
ably won’t ever be), then you
can move onto your main pasta
dishes. There are plenty of op
tions here to choose from: Ravi
oli, chicken parmigiana, fettuccine, lasagna and so much more
are all available at your nearest
Olive Garden. Hurry in so that
you can binge eat your way
through gluten! This is argu
ably one of the best ways to get
a quick health kick. It’s recom
mended that you buy lots of op
tions and take some breadsticks
to go. You want to make sure
you have enough gluten to sus
tain you until your next binge.
Plus, Olive Garden has plenty of
deals to get extra pasta for less.

H alf D ozen B readsticks

THE HEALTHIEST G A R D E N — Enjoy these tasty breadsticks with no guilt, packed full of
nutrient-dense gluten.

The newest cleanse to try

Pasta
Speaking of Olive Garden,
there are many good dishes
to try. Pasta is one of the best
things you can have to help you
on your gluten journey. Plus,
pasta comes from Italy, so you
can even learn about a different
culture as you try out new styles
and types of pasta dishes. Pasta
comes in almost any shape you
can imagine. Kraft even makes
their mac and cheese extra tasty
by cutting their gluten into fun
shapes like Disney princesses
and SpongeBob SquarePants.
This is another thing that makes
the gluten diet so fun and ef
fective: You never get sick of it,
because you always have fun op
tions to choose from.

Bread
This is another staple in the
gluten-filled diet. There are also
tons of options of bread to try
that can help fill and sustain
you. To name a few we have
sourdough, rye, pumpernickel,
wheat, white, baguette, naan,
pita, ciabatta, biscuit, brioche
and many more. You can even
have pizza to give you that bread

and gluten fix. The cheese on
the bread will also help every
thing digest and absorb well so
that you get allofthe nutritional
benefits from your gluten.

Noodles & Company
Noodles & Co. is another
great gluten option. This restau
rant offers a wide assortment of
pastas sure to help you binge eat
all the gluten your body could
ever need. Mac, curry, spaghetti
and alfredo are all options on
their menu. Plus, they even have
gluten-filled shareables and ex
tras, so don’t worry ifyou don’t
think an entree will be enough
gluten. There are plenty of addi
tional things you can eat to make
sure you get enough.
Gluten may be something you
are super unfamiliar with, but
there are loads of health ben
efits to having things like bread
and pasta. Trying new foods can
sometimes be a bit scary, but
it's important to remember that
your health is vital. Next time
you’re in the store, grab a Ipafpf
bread or a box of pasta and try
making a simple dish. It'sa great
way to improve your health!

&FAST
MEET

What better than whipped cream for breakfast, lunch and dinner?
Jlllfan Michaels
L ifestyle E ditor

Cleanses are all the rage. The
purpose of a cleanse is to reset
and refresh the body. Basically,
you want to detox out all the
bad and start fresh with better
and healthier options. So what
better thing to do than a nice
cleanse before trying out the
gluten-filled diet?
There are plenty of cleanses
that you can try. Some involve
water or juices, and some
are even lengthier cleanses.
However, one of the top
trending cleanses right now is
the whipped cream cleanse.
Whipped cream is a thick and
rich milk product that is sure to
do the trick of a cleanse.
With its thick texture,
whipped cream is a great option

for a cleanse, because itwill help
push out all of the bad stuff.
Plus, since whipped cream has
a light and airy consistency,
you can eat a ton of it and fill
your whole belly before being
full. This way you’ll have a nice
whipped cream-filled stomach
to help absorb and push out all
of the toxins in your body.
According to the National
Institute of Health, “cleanses
are intended to help the body
reprogram. This isdone by using
one substance to help the body
onlyhave toprocess the one thing
you’re eating and then, once the
cleanse is over, your body will
better process other foods.” In
addition to this, different types
of cleanses can serve different
purposes according to what
you want out of your cleanse.
The Health People’s Group says,

“The whipped cream cleanse
is among one of the elite types
of cleanses. Whereas most
cleanses make you feel gross,
the whipped cream cleanse
helps you feel full, rejuvenated
and light as air.”
The idea of a cleanse might
be weird to some of us, but
whipped cream is a great
starter cleanse to try that will
really help you rejuvenate.
Especially with exams right
around the corner, what better
thing to do than ingest a ton of
sugar to help your body get a
fresh start then try ^n all-new
gluten-filled diet. There's not
much that isbetter for you than
sugar. There isno better time to
try new diets and health things
than right before exams start!
So what are you waiting for? Go
out and try this cleanse!

W E DELIVER!
VISITJmiUYJOHHS.COM
TO m o A LOCATION NEAR YOU

Nominations wanted for athletics persons
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Are you a student-athlete? If
not, do you feel likeyou deserve
recognition for being good at
sports? As the HOPEYs are
coming up in the week to follow,
there has been call for awards
that recognize individuals who
may not be in a sport, but boy do
they deserve an athletic award.
Traditionally,
the HOPEYs
celebrate the accomplishments
of Hopes student-athletes, and
rightfully so. However, there
are many students on Hope’s
campus who have proven to be
extraordinary when it comes to
athletic ability.
“NARPs” is a commonly used
term to refer to those who are
not on an officialvarsity sport at
theircollege or university. N A R P
stands for Non-Athletic Regular
Person. Although the term may
sound degrading or inaccurate,
students should be proud to be
caUed a NARP!
Being a N A R P means that
you don’t have to be at practice
everyday, and you’re probably
focusing on your future or
getting the chance to apply your
natural athletic abilities to more
productive activities!
A N A R P may be the
individual you see running up
the stairs to class in a reputable
split, the fellow riding down the
sidewalk on his long board that
decides to try a jump trick as
^8u pass fey (landing or not), or
the girl that you think is going
to throw the frisbee back to you
only to tactfully throw it to the

Miles A. H e a d
S
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The Hope College student
athletes have been testing their
thumb dexterity and reflexes for
weeks as they prepare for the
ultimate Battle Royale: the title
of “Hope Fortnite Champion".
Students have gathered in
dorm basements on Friday
and Saturday nights for the
dormitory championships, with
the winners competing Friday
night at 1 a.m. in Cook Hall.
A championship for duos
and squads is also scheduled
for the next week with the other
frontrunnersfrom the dormitory
champs. Friendships have been
stretched to the line as these

Launc h

T H R O W THE DISTANCE —

DFW

H o w well can you throw a

frlsbee?

T his W

eek

In Sports

The second N A R P Y is based W e d n e s d a y
M e n ’s badminton
on the Hope tradition that you
at the BSC, 7:30 p.m.
must ask out anyone you hitwith
a frisbee, typically by accident. It W o m e n ’s musical chairs
at the Library, 1 1 p.m.
goes out to someone who has
executed an amazing frisbee
Friday
throw just to get the date they
Squirrel hide and seek
wanted: The "They're not out of
in Pine Grove, 3 p.m.
my frisbee league" Award.
And then we have those
M e n ’s ping-pong
individuals who find a way to
vs. Calvin, 7:30 p.m.
play every intramural sport
offered at Hope. They never Saturday
had that one sport, and itwasn’t W o m e n ’s water polo
vs. Olivet College, 4 p.m.
because they were lacking talent,
but rather because they are
Fortnite tournament
good at everything. This athletic
at Cook Hall, 1a.m.
phenomenon will be named The

IM Enthusiast.

Coed Unicycle hockey

Let’s not forget the technical
skill of balance. W e ’ve all seen
someone pile Phelps Dining
Hall’s soft serve ice cream onto a
cone higher than we could ever
imagine. For this, recognition
will be paid where recognition
is due via The "I scream for ice

at Centennial Park, 6 p.m.

In B rief

cream" Award.

G rant S temler

H A M M O C K T O W E R — D o you even h a m m o c k ?

Finally, for those who have
scaled trees in order to tie
multiple hammocks over one
another; there is an award for
you, too. With proof of the most
hammocks stacked on top of
each other in a successful seating
pattern, nominations will be
accepted for The H a m m o c k on

tree thirty feet away. NARPs
can do sports, too, in their own
creative way.
So this year, there are a few
awards up for nomination that
will be given to only the most
elite NARPs on Hope College’s
campus. Please send in your
nominations via social media

posts that use the hashtag
#hopeNARPYs2k!8.
The first N A R P Y award goes
to a person that has clocked
one of the fastest times running
from the science center to
DeVos, avoiding arriving late to
class: The Paul Sc(hop), skip and

a jum p to DeVos Award.

If you are a NARP, you are
eligible for any and all of these
awards! The impressive acts that
you carry out in your “regular”
life are now being recognized.
Give yourself and your N A R P
friends some credit!

athletes fight for the chance to
be the solo champ, relentlessly
hunting known hiding spots of
the friends they had made false
alliances with. Some groups of
friends have been practicing as
duos or squads for months in
preparation for the tournament,
rumored to hire students to spy
on other teams’game strategies.
One player will be selected
from each dorm for the solo
championships,
with
the
toughest competition found in
Durfee— some men of Durf were
found outside the day after the
championship bush camping in
the Pine Grove, thinking they
were stillin the game.
Other
students
have

commented on the benefits of
the rigorous practice required
to become a trained Fortnite
athlete. “Itimproves your thumb
mobility, which can be crucial in
school when you have to write or
in running when you have to give
coach a thumbs up even when
you’re dead tired,” says Chelsea
Miskelly, a Hope sophomore
and budding Fortnite player. She
was rumored to be seen late at
night in the basement of Phelps,
teaching some freshmen her
newfound gameplay skills.
Students have commented
on the feeling of winning a solo
game of Fortnite, comparing it
to the hard-earned, victorious
feeling ofgetting an A in organic

chemistry.
Engineers
have
held
discussions on the benefits ofthe
building in the game. “Building
separates good players from
the best, especially in winning
fights at the end of the game,”
one student commented. “Back
to basics. Woo d is weakest but
fastest, while metal is strongest.”
Art students have been found
building elaborate towers to win.
The real test of the champs’
skills will come this weekend.
Which players will dare to land
at the Tilted Towers, where only
the best make it out alive? W h o
will find the gold scar? Will any
dorms shock us with a John
Wick? Come to find out!

H a m m o c k s Award.

SPORT-BALL
This past weekend, Hope’s
sport-ball team overcame the
odds in the national sport-ball
tournament. Game after game,
they played with great courage
and strength.
First, each player raced
around the track and ran into the
basket to make goals. They made
passes across the pool with great
technique.
Following the first 10
goals,
impressive
defense
was implemented using the
backstroke technique.
As they served the ball at
the beginning of each round,
the opposing teams braced
themselves in fear ofwhat was to
come.
Whether they were dribbling,
hurdling, punting or jumping,
Hope’s
sport-ball
team
performed.
In the last quartile of the
game, the team was able to score
a birdie in fifteen seconds. Right
after that, their goalie made an
interception to put an end to the
game!
If you haven’t been to one of
Hope’s sport-ball events, you
need to make sure to attend.
There is nothing like it.

MAKE
SURE
TO
USE
THE
HASHTAG
#H0PENARPYS2K18, AND
NOMINATE YOUR FELLOW
CLASSMATES FOR THE
NARPY AWARDS!
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Fortnite

FORTNITE W A R R I O R S —

S o m e students have been
dressing up around c a m p u s , going to class In their Fortnite
gear In preparation for the tournament. Get ready.

